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A modern-day classic and New York Times bestseller that celebrates the power of individuality and

personal expression from beloved Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli.Stargirl. From the day she arrives

at quiet Mica High in a burst of color and sound, the hallways hum with the murmur of â€œStargirl,

Stargirl.â€• She captures Leo Borlockâ€™ s heart with just one smile. She sparks a school-spirit

revolution with just one cheer. The students of Mica High are enchanted. At first.  Then they turn on

her. Stargirl is suddenly shunned for everything that makes her different, and Leo, panicked and

desperate with love, urges her to become the very thing that can destroy her: normal. In this

celebration of nonconformity, Newbery Medalist Jerry Spinelli weaves a tense, emotional tale about

the perils of popularity and the thrill and inspiration of first love.Donâ€™t miss the sequel, Love,

Stargirl, and Jerry Spinelliâ€™s latest novel, The Wardenâ€™s Daughter, about another girl who

can't help but stand out. Â  â€œSpinelli is a poet of the prepubescent. . . . No writer guides his young

characters, and his readers, past these pitfalls and challenges and toward their futures with more

compassion.â€• â€”The New York TimesFrom the Hardcover edition.
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I could only wish I was as brave and as overwhelmingly generous as the magical girl the book is

named after. Told from the perspective of sixteen year old Leo, who falls under her charms like the

rest of Mica High School, it is a wistful, heartfelt, and bittersweet narrative that ultimately packs a

gentle but firm emotional punch.This book should be required reading for adults young and old for

it's ringing endorsement of individualism.It reminds us that like Stargirl it's okay to be different, that

sameness is boring, and that we should all, as Will Shakespeare once said,"To thine own self be

true."At just under two hundred pages it can almost be tackled in one sitting. A perfect gift for

someone who may not feel that they totally belong, or that their being different is a bad thing, or

simply to be gently reminded that acceptance starts from within.

Originally I borrowed this from the library. Halfway through it I bought my own copy, and one for my

niece.This is a story about a girl called Stargirl. She has been home tutored for most of her life and

has no idea of conformity. She is herself, through and through. She wears pioneer type dresses, no

make up, meditates, knows peoples birthdays, makes people feel good about themselves.At the

start the majority of the school applauds her individuality and even flatters her when they copy her

odd ways. But slowly they see her individuality as a hindrance and begin to turn on her. Leo, the 16

year old narrator of the book finds himself as her boyfriend, and as such is completely alienated

from the rest of the school. It dawns on him that he has to choose, Stargirl or his friends and

respect.This is probably one of the best books I have read for an awful long time, and I read a lot of

books! I am keeping my copy on my bookshelf for my children to read, to teach them to applaud

individuality, not discourage.

Who couldn't love Stargirl? She is the new girl in school who's a bit different than everyone else.

She carries her pet rat to school, brings her ukelele, and wears period clothing her mom sews. But

more importantly she is possibly the kindest person ever written about. She celebrates holidays by

giving everyone in her homeroom a treat, and leaves greeting cards for people, and sings Happy

Birthday to them. At first her popularity soars and she even becomes a cheerleader. Unfortunately

the very thing that made her popular turns all the students on her... herself.One boy, the narrator is

more caught up with her than anyone else. He befriends her and the two even date. But soon he

can't stand the peer pressure and asks Stargirl to change. I have to admit that was really hard to



read because I like the narrator but Stargirl shouldn't have to change! If it weren't for endless

positivity some of the book would be too tough to get through.I really love the ending. I think it ended

exactly the way it should. Not the best for everyone but the best for Stargirl. Perhaps everyone in

the story learns their lesson about conforming individuals and I think the reader will too.

Many many years ago, our house had a lot of Jerry Spinelli's books in it. Not only that, but some of

them were autographed -- my children attended a school near where he lives and he visited their

school several times. They were always entranced by him and by his books.Lo and behold, walking

through a store the other day, "Stargirl" called out to me. The cover was the hook and after reading

the jacket copy, I decided that it was a book I had to have. I talked to my niece that night and she

told me it was a very special book and she was glad that I and bought it!So am I! What a totally

delightful story of someone who is different...and not afraid to be that way. What a role model

Stargirl can be for so many kids today. This book sends a really good message about being your

own person and true to yourself....yet it does not gloss over the hurt that may result from being this

kind of person.I thought the characters in this story were finely wrought and the story itself spun out

in an almost magical way. I also liked that the author wrote an unpredictable ending.I would

recommend this for young adults---of all ages!

Are you looking for a good book to read? If you are you should consider reading Stargirl. It is a

wonderful book for adults and children and always leads to new problems. I think this book teaches

you a great lesson about life and how you look at people. This interesting book is by Jerry Spinelli, a

newbery medalist. He has written many books such as Wringer, Maniac Magee, Crash, and Knots

in my Yo- Yo String. This book takes place in Arizonia and is about a very interesting girl, named

Stargirl. She comes to Mica Area High School in eleventh grade and is not like everyone else. She

is different by she wears different clothes and acts differntly. Also she is a cheerleader and at

games she is always cheering for other teams. Stargirl has a pet rat named, Cinnamon who is

always on her shoulder. Also she sends people birthday presents she doesn't even know. She has

a friend named, Archie who has classes for kids at his house. He is a great person and teaches

Leo, the narrator alot about Stargirl. Stargirl falls in love with Leo Borlock. Leo has feelings for her

too, but he is afraid he will become unpopular if they get together. They go tot the mall, ride bikes

and do a lot of stuff together, but at school they are distance. The question is, "Whose affection

does he value more hers or the others?" Well if you are going to read this book you will find out the

answer to this question.



Love, Stargirl Stargirl 
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